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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let BC = BC((-co, 01, R”) be the space of bounded continuous functions 
that map the interval (-co,01 into R”, Euclidean n-dimensional space, For 
4 E BC, define ]I$(1 = supScO ]4(s)l, where ( . 1 is any suitable norm on R”. If 
x is defined and continuous on (-co, 7) (0 < T < co) and bounded on 
(-co, 01, then for each I, 0 < t < T, X, E BC is defined by X,(S) = ,Y(I + s). 
s < 0. 
We consider the functional differential equation with infinite (unbounded) 
delay 
x’(t) =f(t. x,). (1.1) 
where f: ]O, co ) x BC + Rn is continuous. (The prime denotes differentiation 
with respect to r.) Along with (1.1) we consider the initial condition 
X,,) = 4 (1.2) 
for an initial time t, > 0. If x: (-co, 7’) + R”. I, < T < ~0. we say x( .) is a 
sohion of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) on (t,, 7’) if x(.) is continuous on (-co, T). 
x(.) satisfies (1.1) for l,, < r < T, and x(t) satisfies (1.2); that is, .u(r + s) = 
#(s) for -co < t < t,. We say that a function x: (-co. 00) + R” is a solution 
defined in the future if x(e) is a solution on [t,, co). We will use the notation 
x(t; t,, 4) to denote a solution x(m) of (1.1) with initial function xl0 = 4. 
The purpose of this paper is to employ Liapunov theory to study the 
limiting behavior of solutions of (1.1) as f + c/3. In particular we obtain 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of solutions of (1.1). (We say that a 
solution x(.) of (1.1) converges if lim,,, x(t) exists.) 
Driver [6] laid the foundation for a theory of differential equations with 
infinite (unbounded) delay by giving conditions which insure the existence. 
uniqueness, continuous dependence of solutions on initial data. and 
continuability of solutions of the system (1.1). If f(t, w) is continuous in I 
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and locally Lipschitz with respect to IJ (see [6]), then the existence of a 
unique solution of (1.1) and (1.2) on an interval [f,, /?) is guaranteed. If f 
satisfies this local Lipschitz condition, either a solution can be continued to 
an interval (-co, T) with T= co, or ii%,,,- (x(t; t,, #)I = +03. Also, with 
this condition onf, solutions depend continuously on the initial data. For a 
particular type of delay equation, a weaker condition than f being locally 
Lipschitzian can often be imposed to guarantee some of the above properties. 
For example, in a Volterra integrodifferential equation, conditions sufficient 
to guarantee continuability of bounded solutions can be found in [ 10, 
Corollary 2.6, p. 981. We will assume henceforth in this paper that there 
exists a solution of (1.1) and that f satisfies the necessary conditions for 
bounded solutions of (1.1) to be continuable. 
Closely related to the concept of convergence of solutions of (1.1) are the 
ideas of stability and asymptotic stability. We define here the stability and 
asymptotic stability of the zero solution of (1.1). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The zero solution of (1.1) is said to be stable IO the 
right of f, if for every &, > f, and every E > 0 there exists a number 
6 = B(E, i,) > 0 such that whenever /I @ I/ < 6, the solution x(f; i,, 4) is defined 
for all f > --03 and (x(f; f,,,@)I < E for all f > -co. The zero solution is called 
uniformly stable to the right oft, if the 6 above is independent of i,,. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The zero solution of (1.1) is said to be asymptofical~~~ 
stable to the right oft, if it is stable and if for every i,, > t, there exists a 
number S = S(&,) > 0 such that whenever 11#1/ < 6, lim,,, x(& &,, 4) = 0. 
Our methods of studying the limiting behavior of solutions of (1.1) are in 
the spirit of Razumikhin [ 121; that is, they employ Liapunov functions. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A Liapunov function V (on R X R”) is a continuous 
nonnegative scalar function mapping R x R” to (0, co). 
Remark 1.1. Even though V is defined globally throughout the paper, all 
of the results mentioned and developed in the paper hold locally if V is 
defined locally (that is, on subsets of R x R”). Also, V could as well be 
defined on R x R” to R with the restriction that V be bounded from below; 
all of the results stated in the paper are still valid with V so defined. 
Remark 1.2. If V(f, x) is a Liapunov function on R x R”, we assume 
throughout the paper that for each 4 E BC and t, > 0 there exists an M > 0 
such that V(fo + s, 4(s)) < A4 for ail s < 0. 
DEFINITION 1.4. If V: R X R” + [O, co) is a Liapunov function and 
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.u(.: t, 4) is a solution of (1.1) with x, = $ E SC, define the derivative of I’ 
along the solution. 
7 
C’:,.,,u. 4) = ;y$ + [ qt + h,x(t + h; t. 4)) - V(f. qqOj)l. 
Remark 1.3. If V is continuously differentiable and x(e) is a solution of 
(l.l), then V;,.,,( . . ,) t Y is computed by a simple application of the chain rule: 
Stability properties of Eq. (1 .l) have also been studied by means of 
Liapunov functionals, continuous nonnegative scalar functionals mapping 
R x BC to [0, co) (see, for example, (3-61). In [3] Burton shows one 
advantage of using Liapunov functionals by obtaining some perturbation 
results for Volterra integrodifferential equations. The main advantage of 
using Liapunov functions to study stability properties of (1.1) is that it is 
usually much easier to find a Liapunov function for a particular equation. 
For some of the existing Liapunov-Razumikhim stability results for infinite 
delay equations with underlying space of initial functions BC. we refer the 
reader to [6, 7, 14-161. 
If, in Eq. (1. l), there is a positive number r such that f: [O. co) x C, = 
C( I-r, 01, R”) + R”, then the equation becomes a finite delay differential 
equation. Seifert [ 141 noted that the straightforward extension of the existing 
Liapunov-Razumikhin asymptotic stability theorem for finite delay 
differential equations (see, for example, 18, Theorem 4.11) to the infinite 
delay setting is false. He considered the scalar equation 
X’(f) = -2x(t) + x(O), (1.3) 
which can be viewed in the framework of Eq. (1.1) withf(r, u/j = -2y1(0) + 
w(-t). If x(O) =x0 # 0, solutions of (1.3) with initial value x0 (the initial 
function here at t = 0 is just an initial point) are given by x(t) = 
f(1 + ePZ’) .x0. and lim,,, .u(t) = x0/2 # 0, so asymptotic stability is 
impossible. All of the conditions of the finite delay asymptotic stability 
theorem (8, Theorem 4.11 are satisfied, however, using the Liapunov 
function v(t, x) = x2/2. 
We note that solutions of (1.3) do tend to a limit as t + co. The question 
of convergence of solutions is also appropriate for delay differential 
equations where any constant is a solution, since then asymptotic stability of 
any solution is impossible. 
Also noting from an example 16, Example 10) that asymptotic stability in 
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general infinite delay differential equations may be difficult to achieve, 
Driver considered equations where (1.1) has the special form 
x’(t) =fk x(t), X(gl(t)L av(~))) (1 <N< CD), (1.4) 
where, for i = l,..., N, gi are continuous, gi(t) < t, and gi(t) + co as t -+ co. 
Driver’s asymptotic stability theorems using Liapunov functions [ 6, 
Theorems 7, 81 apply to equations of the form (1.4). 
2. CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS (I) 
In this section we are motivated by Driver’s approach and develop 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of solutions of infinite delay differ- 
ential equations where the initial function space is BC; the results are 
applicable to a large class of equations, including those in the form (1.4). 
Another motivating factor comes from Kato 191, who studied the 
convergence properties of Liapunov functions (along solutions to finite delay 
equations) in order to obtain information about the convergence of solutions. 
Our methods hinge on being able to find a Liapunov function V and (for 
each t) an interval I, = [l(t), t], where 
(i) l(r) + co monotonically as t + co; 
(ii) lim,+m[sup,,,A,r~.f, V(u, x(u))] exists; and 
(iii) there is a sequence {t,} + co as n -+ co such that 
lim,,, Vt,, x(t,N = lim,-,[sup,,,.~,,,,,, W4 W)l. 
We first state a comparison result of Driver which we will find useful. 
LEMMA 2.1 [6, Lemma I]. Let o(t, r) be a continuous, nonnegative 
function of t and r for to < t < /I, where I, > 0 is the initial time, t, < /I < co, 
and r > 0. Let v(t) be any continuous, nonnegative function for a < t <p 
(a > -a~) such that 
& v(t + At) - v(t) 
AI-O+ At < w(t, v(t)) 
at those t E [to, /?) at which 
4s) < 0) for al/s E [a, t]. 
Let a number u. > supa<sGlo v(s) be given, and suppose that the maximal 
continuous solution, u(t) of 
u’(t) = w(t, u(t)) for t > to with u(to) = u. 
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existsfor t,<t </I. (At t=t,, u’(t) means the right-hand derivative). Then 
V(f) < u(t) for t, < t < p. 
Suppose V= V(t, x) is a Liapunov function on R x R” and A is a 
continuous monotonic real-valued function on [ 0, 03 ). Let J, = [A(t) - f. 0 1. 
Then we can make the following observation: 
If V;,,,,(t,#)<O whenever tat,, @EBC and 
supso.,, v(t + s, 4(s)) = W, 4(W), then sups,.,,, W + s, q(s)) 
is a nonincreasing function of t. where .I$.) IS any solution 
of (1.1). (2.1) 
This is a direct consequence of Driver’s lemma (Lemma 2.1) when 
w(t, r) = 0. Take U, = SUP,~~,@ V(t,, + s,.Y,~(s)); then from the condition in 
(2. l), the conclusion V(t, x(t)) Q supsEJ,, V(to + s. xJs)) for all t 3 t, follows 
from the lemma. Thus, for any t, > t,, supsEJ, V(t, + s..u,,(s)) < 
SUP,,~ V(to + s, X,(S)). With t, taking the place of t, the lemma can be 
applie$ again to give supsEJ,, V(tz + s, x,>(s)) ,< supsE,!, Vt, + s, x,,(s)) for 
arbitrary tz > t, > t, . Hence; supseJ, V(t + s, x,(s)) IS a nonincreasing 
function of f and it follows that lim,,,[sup,,,, V(t + s, x,(s))] exists. 
provided x(.) is defined in the future. 
Our next observation is that a theorem of Kato’s [9, Theorem 2 1 
concerning the limit of V(t, x(t)) as t --) ~1) for finite delay equations holds 
true in an infinite delay setting because of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose there exists a Liapunov function V= V(t. x) on 
R x R” and a continuous function ,I: [O. 00) + R such that 
(i) A(t) < t for all r > 0, 
(ii) J(t) + co monotonically as t -+ co, and 
(iii) Fl,.,,(t. $) < 0 
whenever t > 0, 4 E BC and 
Then if x( .) is any solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future. 
- 
lim [sup V(t + s, x(t + S))] = fl? Ut, x(t)). 
t-a_ SEJ! 
Proof. Let V, A, and x(.) be as given in the lemma. 
sup qt + s, x(t + s)) = z’: V(U, x(u)), where 1, = [W), fl. 
SEJ, I 
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(This form will often be used in proofs to simplify notation.) By Lemma 2.1 
and observation (2.1) following the lemma, 
f’m, [ ;,UJP V(t + s, x(t + s))] = f’t [;Ep V(u. x(u))] = a, < co. 
I I 
7 
Let a, = hm,,, V(t, x(t)). Clearly, SUP,,J, w + s,x(t + s)) z qt, x(t)), 
which implies a, > az. We will show that a2 > a,. Let ( t , }  be any sequence 
which tends monotonically to co as n + co. Then 
For each n, choose s, such that V(s,, x(s,)) = supUE,,, V(u, x(u)). Then 
I’@,,, x(s,)) -+ a, as n + co. Since the left endpoint of Itn tends monotonically 
to co as t,-+ co, {sn} tends monotonically to co as n --$ co (s, E I,.). 
Therefore V(s,, x(s,))-+ a, as s, + co, which implies a2 > a,. This 
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The proof of the following theorem is omitted since it follows Kato’s proof 
19, Theorem 21 in a straightforward manner (because of (2.1) and Lemma 
2.2). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let h be a continuous, nondecreasing function such that 
h(u) > u for u > 0 and h(0) = 0. Suppose there exists a Liapunov function 
V = V(t, x) on R x R” and a continuous function A: [0, 00) + R, A(t) < t for 
all t > 0 and A(t) + 00 monotonically as t -+ co, such that 
if t > 0, 4 E BC and supsEJ, V(t + s, x(t + s)) < h(V(t, x(t))), where 
JI = [A(t) - t, 01. Then, for any solution x(.) of (1.1) that is defined in the 
future, 
0) VU, x(t)) < max { V(t,, x&J), h - l(supsc.,,, V(t, + s, x(t, + s)))) for 
all t > t, and any t, > 0, and 
(ii) lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
In order to make our results applicable to a broad clas of equations, we 
now investigate more general conditions which will guarantee that 
lim,, [wSeJ, W + s, x(1+ s))] exists. If g is a measurable real-valued 
function, g: [0, co) + R, we say g E L1 [0, co), or g is integrable on (0, co), if 
the Lebesgue integral jr ] g(t)] dt < co. (If g is not integrable on [0, oo), but 
is integrable on some [/I, co), where /3 > 0, then the latter condition can be 
used in the lemmas and theorems which follow, with the results valid on the 
appropriate interval [/3, co).) 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let v: R + R be a continuous function and p: [O, 00) + R be 
a measurable function such that p E L’[O, 00). If D+v(t) =def G,,,,(l/h) 
[L’(f + h) - t’(t)] <P(t) f or all t > 0, then v(t) - r(O) < jb D+v(u) du almost 
everywhere (a.e.) on [0, co). 
Proof. It is well-known that if f: [0, co) + R is a continuous function 
such that D ‘f(t) < 0, then f is nonincreasing, differentiable almost 
everywhere, and f(t) -f(O) < J’b D ‘f(u) du [ 13, Theorem 2, p. 96, with J 
replaced by -f 1. The result of the lemma follows readily by considering 
f(t) = t’(f) - jo’ I p(sjI ds. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let v: R x R be a continuous function and p be a real- 
valued function on [0, 00). If 
D + v(t) <p(t) 
whenever t > 0 and supScI u(s) = v(t), then 
D + [y v(s)1 < I pt.0 for all t > 0. \ 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose sup,<, o(s) = v(t) for some t >, 0. 
(2.2) 
If L < 0 then it follows from Driver’s lemma. Lemma 2.1, that 
D+ IsuPs<, c(s)] < 0 < 1 p(t)]. Assume L > 0. 
T- 
Suppose llm,,,+(ll~)lsup,,,+, v(s) - v(t)] > L. Then there exists c > 0. 
N(E) > 0 and a sequence (h,} + 0’ such that 
for all n 2 N(e). (2.3 1 
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sup&I +h. u(s) = max{sup,&, u(s), SUP,(,<,+h, u(s)!- But if SUPs<t+h, v@) = 
suP,cI u(s) = v(t), then (l/h,)[sup,~, +h. u(s) - u(r)] = 0, which contradicts 
(2.3). Therefore, supsGl+h, t)(s) = suplGsGt+h, u(s) = v(t + s,), where 
0 ( s, < h,. Thus, (l/h,)[u(t + s,,) - u(t)] > L + E, which implies 
(v(t + sJ - u(t))/s, > L + E, which contradicts (2.2). Thus if L > 0. 
D+[su~s~&)l =L =D+W<~(t)<l~(f)l. 
Case 2. Suppose supsGl u(s) # u(t). Then by the continuity of u, 
SUPs<r+h u(s) = SUt%(r u(s) (for h suffkiently small), which implies 
D+ bws<~ u(s)1 = 0 < INI. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose there exist a Liapunou function V = V(t, x) on 
R x R”, a continuous monotonic function 1: [0, ao) -+ R such that A(t) < t for 
all t > 0 and a measurable function p: [0, 00) + R such that p E L ’ [0, co). If 
v;*.,,u, ti) <p(t) 
whenever t > 0, 4 E BC and supsEJ, V(t + s, d(s)) = V(t, 4(O)), where J, = 
[l(t) - t, 01, then for any solution x(.) of (1.1) that is defined in the future, 
lim [sup V(t + s, x(t + s))] exists. 
I-a SE/, 
Proof: Let V, A, and p be as described in the theorem. From the proof of 
Lemma 2.4 we see that the conclusion of the lemma is valid if we replace 
suPs<l u(s) bY suPsEIAW1 u(s). Thus we have, under the hypotheses of the 
theorem, D + [supse,, V(s, x(s))] < 1 p(t)l, where I, = [A(t), t]) for all t > 0 and 
any solution x(.) of (1.1) that is defined in the future. From Lemma 2.3, if 
D + [supse,, V(s, x(s))] < I At)19 then 
y V(s, x(s)) - ;FE Us, x(s)) < f D + sup V(s, x(s)) du (2.4) 
I -0 SOI” 
a.e. on [0, co). If I,, and t, are two values of t such that (2.4) holds and 
c > 0 is given, 
)-r” D + sup V(s, x(s)) du 
.frn SCI, 
< fb I p(t) Idt < E 
.I, 
for t,, t, sufficiently large, since lim,,, IT 1 p(s)/ ds = 0. Hence, 
kuPsE1 IfI V(s, x(s))} is a Cauchy sequence and 
lim [sup V(s, x(s))] = lim [sup V(t + s, x(t + s))] exists. 
t+cc SEI* t-m sEJ, 
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The following corollary to Theorem 2.2 can be proved by standard 
arguments. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Assume all of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are 
satisfied and in addition J’(t, x) is radially unbounded; that is, V(t, x) --+ 00 
as Ix+ co uniform& for t E [0, 00). Then all solutions of ( 1.1 j are bounded 
in the future and for any solution x(e) of (1.1). lim,-~, IsupsGJ, V(,t + s. 
x( f + s)) ) exists. 
We can now give conditions (more general than in Theorem 2.1) under 
which lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose there exist a Liapunoc function V = V(t.x) on 
R x R”, a continuous real-valued function h such that h(u) > u for u > 0. 
measurable functions pi: [0, a) + R such that pi E L ’ [O, co), i = 1,2. and a 
continuous function A: [0, 00) --t R such that 1(f) < t and A(f) ---t co 
monotonically as t -+ 00. If 
Y,.,,k 4) <P,(f) 
whenecer t > 0. i E BC and supsEJ, V(r + s, q+(s)) = V(f, q+(O)). where 
J, = [A(t) - t, 01, and iffor every E > 0 there is a K = K(E) > 0 such that 
whenever t > 0, fi E BC, SUP,,~ V(f +- s, e(s)) < 26, V(t. e(O)) > c and 
V(t + s, d(s)) < h( W, W9)) f or s 6 J,, then, for any solution x(. ) of ( l,l) 
that is defined in the future. lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
ProoJ Let V. h, pi, i = 1,2, and A be as described in the theorem. Let 
.u( .) be a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future. Since the conditions 
of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. 
lim [ sup V(t + s, x(f + s))] = f$ [sup V(s. X(S))] = CI < 03 f -7 SCJ, -, .SEl, 
(where I, = [i(t). t]). If a = 0, V(t, x(t)) + 0 since A(t) -+ co as f -+ 00 and we 
are through, so assume a > 0. Suppose lim,,, V(t, x(t)) does not exist. Then 
there exists ,8, > 0 and M > 0 such that for every /?, 0 < /I <PO, there exist 
sequences (t,}, (t;} -+ oo as n --) oo such that t, < t; < t,, , and 
(i) lim nqx W,, x(t,)) exists, 
(ii) 1 V(th, x(tA)) - V(f,, x(t,))l =/3 for n > M. and 
(iii) / V(I,,. x(t,)) - V(r, x(t))\ <p for t, < t < t; and n > M. 
Let E be chosen such that 0 < E < u < 2~. Define q(e) = 
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min .,,,,,[h(u)) - u]. Then V(E) > 0. Choose P < min(v(e)/3, (a - c)/3,&). 
Let T be chosen sufficiently large so that 1 supsG,, Y(s, x(s)) - a I< v(s)/3 and 
sup,,,, V(s,x(s)) < 2~ for t > T. Let N be chosen sufficiently large that 
N > h4, t,, t; > T, ) a - V(t,, x(t,))l < q(s)/3 and V(t, x(t)) > E for n > N and 
t,<t<tt:,. Then 
;tp m x(s)) - m x(t)) I 
= I s,iF % x(s)) - m x(t))1 I 
< I=p W W) - a I + Ia - v(t, 9 x(tJ)l 
I 
V(E) V(E) F?(E) + I qt,, x(t,)) - w, x(t))l < 3 + 3 + -j- 
= V(E) for n>N and t,<t<tA. 
But this implies 
alp V(s, x(s)) - qt, x(t)) < $$&, [h(u) - ul 1 
< NV& x(t))) - WY 4t)) for n > N 
and t, < t < ti (since for such values of t, E < V(t, x(t)) ,< 2~). Thus, 
supSE,, I+, x(s)) < h(V(t, x(t))) for t, ( t < ti and n > N, which implies, by 
the hypotheses of the theorem, V’ (,, ,,(t, xt) < Kp2(t) for t as above, where 
K = K(E) > 0. Hence for E > 0, 
1 W:,, -#J> - W,, x(t,,>)l < 1”” O,(t) dt < E 
- m 
(for n sufficiently large), which contradicts 
1 qt;, x(tA)) - w,, xkJ>l = P. 
Therefore, lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
Remark 2.1. Many Liapunov functions commonly used in applications 
have the property that whenever lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists, lim,,, Ix(t)1 exists. 
Thus we can often conclude from Theorem 2.3 that lim,,, Ix(t)1 exists. 
Remark 2.2. It will often be the case in applications that l(t) will be 
t - r(t), where r(t) is just the “largest” delay appearing in the right-hand side 
of the differential equation (1.1). However, by considering Theorem 2.3 (and 
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Theorem 2.4) in this more general form we are able to apply our results, for 
example. to the equation 
x’(t) = -&(t-PO (2.9 
where t 3 0. 0 </I < 1, and A is an n x n stable matrix (that is, all the eigen- 
values of A have negative real parts). In (2.5). r(t) will be chosen larger than 
Pt. as will be seen in Example 2.2 following the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
By strengthening the inequality on V:,,,,(t. 4). we now give conditions 
under which lim,, r .u(t) exists. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose there exists a Liapunoc function C’= L’(t. xl on 
RxR” with the propert) that lim r&J. s(t) = 0 wheneve, 
lim r,~ V(t, x(t)) = 0. where x( .) is a solution of (1.1) deJned in the future. 
Suppose also that there exist a continuous realhalued function h such thar 
h(u) > u for u > 0, measurable functions pi: [O, 00) + R, i = 1.2, such that 
pi E L ’ 10, 00 ), and a continuous function A: [O, co ) -+ R such that l(t) & t 
and J.(t) + 00 monotonically as t -+ 00. If 
Y,.,,(t. $) <PI (t) 
irhenetler t > 0, I$ E BC and supSeJ, V(t + s, g(s)) = V(t, 4(O)), where J, = 
[A(t) - t, O\- and iffor every E > 0 there is a S = @E) > 0 and K = K(E) > 0 
such that 
Y,.,,k $I< -6 If k $)I + KpAt) (2.6) 
whenecer t > 0, # E BC, supScJ, V(t + s, @(s)) < 2&, V(t, d(O)) > E and 
W + sv 4(s)) < h( v(t, G’))) f or s E J,. then for an>’ solution x( .) of ( I. I I 
that is defined in the future, 
lim x(t) exists. 
,-CC 
Proof. Let V, h, pi, i = 1,2, and 1 be as described in the theorem. Let 
x(.) be a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future. Since the conditions 
of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are satisfied, lim,,, [suP,~,, V(t -t s, x(t + s))] = 
lim,,, V(t, x(t)) = a < 00. If a = 0 this implies lim,,,, x(t) = 0 by the 
hypothesis on V, so assume a > 0. Choose E such that 0 < E < u < 2~ and 
let v(&) = min,,,,,, [h(u) - ~1. Choose T sufficiently large that 
) ;y V(t + s, x(t + s)) - a / < V(F)/2, 
, 
sup V(t + s, x(t + s)) < 2E, 
s&l, 
I/(t. x(t)) > E 
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and 
I a - WV x(t))1 < rl(&)P for t > T. 
Then, for t > T, 
sly qt + s, x(t + s)) - qr, x(t)) 
I 




But this yields 
+ 1 a - V(f, x(t))1 < 2 
?(&I + V(E) 
2 = 
v(E) 
= cg’,:, [h(u) - u] < h(V(t, x(t))) - qt, x(t)) 
(since for t > T, E < V(t, x(t)) < 2E). 
f,“Jp qt + s, x(t + s)) < h( qt, x(t))) for t > T, 
I 
which implies (by the hypotheses of the theorem) 
q. I)@9 xt)c -6 If(t. xtl + KP,@). 
Hence, for any sequence (t.) such that t, --t co as n--t 00, 
W,,, x(t,>) - V,, x(t,)) = 1’” L-6 If@, xtl + KM1 dt 
tm 
Thus 
0,~ x(t,)) - Wn 3 x(fm)) - K J”” I pz(t)l dt < -6 I x(t,) - -%>I 
tm 
But, limm.n+m (V(t,, x(t,)) - V(t,, x(Q)) = 0 since lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
Also, limm,n+oo J-i:. I PAOI df = 0 since pz E L’[O, 00). Hence, Ix(t,) -x(t,)l 
+ 0 as n, m + 00, which implies lim,,, x(t) exists. 
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We now consider two examples where Theorem 2.4 can be applied to yield 
convergence of solutions results. 
Example 2.1. Consider the scalar equation 
-x’(f) = [-a(t) x(t) + b(t) x(t - r(f))] G(t, x,) + p(t). (2.7) 
where t > 0, a(f) > 0, lb(t)1 < &z(t), 0 < 0 < 1, and p is a continuous function 
such that p E L ’ [0, co). Further, we assume r(t) > 0, t - r(t)) -+ co as t --t co. 
G(t, 0) > 0 for all t > 0 and d e BC, and G is continuous in t and satisfies a 
local Lipschitz condition in 0. We will show that if x(.) is any solution of 
(2.7), then x(t) -+ a constant as t + co. 
Let V= x*/2 and h(u) = q’u, where q > 1 is chosen so that t9q < 1. If 
t - r(t) -+ co monotonically as t + co let A(t) = f - T(I); otherwise define A(t) 
by 
A(t) = inf{u = s - r(s): u < t for s > t}. (2.8 ) 
Then in either case A(t) + co monotonically as t -+ co. Let F > 0 be given. 
For t > 0. d E BC, it can readily be shown that 
%.,,(h 4) G -4OI 1 - &I fi I WI W 4) + ~(0 
and 
1J-k $)I < a(f)I 1 + es] I @)I G(t, fi) + p(t) 
whenever V(t, 4(O)) > E and V(t + s, 4(s)) < h( V(t, $(O))) for s E J, = 
[k(t) - t. 01. Thus, 
under the above conditions, where 6 = 8(s) = (( 1 - 8q)/( 1 + Oq)) ,,/?i and 
K = K(E) = 1 + 6. Since Y = x2/2 is radially unbounded, all solutions of Eq. 
(2.7) are bounded in the future (cf. Corollary 2.2.1 to Theorem 2.2) and 
hence all solutions of (2.7) are defined in the future. Therefore we can 
conclude from Theorem 2.4 that if x(a) is any solution of (2.7), lim,,, -u(,t) 
exists. 
Remark 2.3. If p(t) = 0 in Eq. (2.7), then we are able to conclude that 
the zero solution of (2.7) is uniformly stable, and all solutions are bounded, 
by observing that ~up~~,~~~~,~, Ix(s)\ (where A(t) -+ co as t-+ co) is nonin- 
creasing in t (cf. (2.1)). Stability in infinite delay differential equations (with 
underlying initial function space BC) is also often an immediate consequence 
of the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 or 2.4 once a particular Liapunov function 
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is chosen for the equation under consideration. (See, for example, 16, 
Theorem 51.) 
Remark 2.4. We emphasize that Theorem 2.4 is not an asymptotic 
stability result. Note for example, that if p(t) = 0 and G(t, 4) = 
i”, I@(s) - uw’ c-i s in (2.7), then each constant function is a solution of 
(2.7) and asymptotic stability of the zero solution is impossible. However, if 
p(r) ~0 and G(t,#) - 1 in (2.7), then it may be possible to conclude 
asymptotic stability of the zero solution from Theorem 2.4, as shown in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -a(f) x(t) + b(f) x(f - r(f)), (2.9) 
inhere for all t > 0, a, 6, and r are continuous, a(t) > 0, /b(t)1 < &z(r), 
0 < 0 < 1, r(f) > 0 and I -r(t) + co as t --) co. Zf J’: a(s) ds = 03 then the 
zero solution of (2.9) is asymptotically stable (to the right of to for any 
to > 0). 
Proof: Let V(r,x) = Ix and A(t) be defined by (2.8) with r(f) from Eq. 
(2.9). The uniform stability’ of the zero solution of (2.9) follows from 
Remark 2.3, and the convergence of solutions follows from Theorem 2.3 or 
2.4 (in a fashion similar to that in Example 2.1). It remains to show that if 
x(t) + c, then c = 0. 
Assume c > 0. Since 19 < 1, choose E so small that (I - E)/( 1 + E) > 8. Let 
T be chosen so that ]x(r - r(l)) - c] < EC for t > T. Then 
x’(t) < -a(f) x(r) + 0a(t) x(t - r(t)) 
< -a(t)( 1 - E) c + &(t)( 1 + E) c 
= -a(f) c( 1 - E - 8( 1 + E)) for t > T. 
Since x(t) ,< x(T) + j; x’(s) ds, we have x(l) < x(T) - c( 1 - s--8( 1 + E)) 
I> a(s) ds, which implies x(t) + -co as t + a~, a contradiction. (The case 
c < 0 is similar.) Hence, under the given condition, the zero solution of (2.9) 
is asymptotically stable (to the right of t, for any I, > 0). 
As noted in the first section, Driver’s asymptotic stability theorem [6, 
Theorem 71 is applicable to certain equations with delay terms depending on 
t - r(r), with t - r(f) -+ co as t -+ co. However, in Eq. (2.9) Driver’s theorem 
does not apply unless the a(t) is bounded strictly away from zero. It is 
sometimes difficult, if not impossible, to show that with the choice of a 
simple Liapunov function V, the derivative of V along solutions to an 
equation, V’, is negative definite (that is, there exists a continuous. 
nondecreasing, positive function w such that V’(t, @) < -w(]$(O)])) whenever 
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f and 4 belong to a certain subset of [0, co) x BC. This is the case for Eq. 
(2.9) with a(t) > 0. We can note that if (1) the right-hand side of the 
equation. f(t. @). is bounded for all t > 0 whenever I$ is bounded, and (2) for 
e > 0. V’, the derivative of the Liapunov function along solutions to the 
equation, is negative definite whenever t > 0 and E < /q(O)/ < 2.5, then there is 
a 6 = 6(c) > 0 such that V’(r. $) < -6 If(r, #)I for such values of f and d (cf. 
condition (2.6) in Theorem 2.4). For if If(t. 4)1 < M and V’(t. p) < -I\‘(( 01) 
whenever t > 0 and E < i@(O)1 < 2s, where ~1 is a continuous. nondecreasing. 
positive function, then V’(t, 4) < -\I(&) = -(n(s)/M) M < -6 Iflt. p)i. where 
6 = s(c) = r~(e)/M. The relationship between the derivative of the Liapuno\ 
function and the norm of the right-hand side of the differential equation 
being considered has been exploited in some previous stability studies in both 
ordinary differential equations and finite delay differential equations. For 
example. in [ 1 ) Bernfeld and Haddock were able to improve a finite delay 
asymptotic stability result of Winston [ 17. Thereom 3.3 1 by using this 
relationship. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation 
X’(f) = -$ xtr - Pt). (2.10) 
where f > 0, 0 </I < 1, and A is an n x n stable matrix (that is, all the eigen- 
values of A have negative real parts). Let B be the positive definite 
symmetric matrix solution of ATB + BA = -I (where AT is the transpose of 
A and I is the identity matrix) [2, Appendix 41. Let 2’ and ,u’ denote the 
smallest and largest eigenvalues of B, respectively; then it can easily be 
verified that ,I’ IxI’ <xTBx <,u* 1x1’ for all .Y E R”. Since 




-x(t) - - 
t+ 1 
A (’ -&v(s-/?s)ds. 
t+ l.rPb, s+ I 
(2.11) 
We will show that if p < 1 - exp( - ,I/2,u 1 B ( 1 A I’), any solution of (2.11 i 
(and hence (2.10)) tends to a constant as t + cc and that, in fact, all 
solutions tend to zero. Let E > 0 be given. Let V(r. s) = xTBx and x(. ) be 
any solution of (2.11). Then for t > 0, it can readily be shown that 
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Let r(t) = 2/3f - /3’r =Pt(2 -p) > /It, and J(t) = t - r(t) (t - r(t) + co 
monotonically as t -+ co). Then I, = [n(r), t] and J, = [n(t) - t, 01. Now, 
V;,.,,,(t, XJ < - g$ + 2 ‘x)y’A I2 In (L-) s,;y I-e)l* I 
Let h(u) = q’u, where q > 1 is a constant to be determined. Then 
IW12 Y*.,&xtK-~+ 2 PI IA I2 t+ 1 In (j$) (s) Ix(Ol* 
whenever V(s, x(s)) < h( V(t, x(t))) for s E I,. If j3 < 1 - exp(-A/2p ]B ( ]A I*), 
then it follows that 201/n) (B ( (A (* ln( I/( 1 - /I)) < 1. Choose q > 1 so that 
q[2(,u/l) ]B] ]A ]* ln(l/(l -/?))I < 1. Then, for such values of 8, 
whenever V(s, x(s)) < h(V(t, x(f))) for s E I,. (We note that since V(t, x) = 
X’BX is radially unbounded, x(s) is bounded and hence defined in the future 
(cf. Corollary 2.2.1 to Theorem 2.2).) Under these same conditions it can be 
shown that 




[1 - W/4 PI IAl’ W/U -PNlW’hd 
t+l (IA I + q/2 IB I) 
x (IA+&) Ix(t)l 
whenever V(t, x(f)) > E and V(s, x(s)) < h(V(r, x(t))) for s E I,, where 
6 = S(E) = 1 -%@/A) PI IAl* WVU -P>>lhh4 
(IAl +UlBI) 
Since the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, any solution of (2.11) 
tends to a constant as t + co. From (2.12) we have V;2.,,,(t,xl) < 
-(l/Q + 1)) y (x(t)]* whenever V(x(s)) < h( V(x(t))) (s E I,), where y = 1 - 
2qfp/L) 1 B ) IA )* ln( l/( 1 - j?)) > 0. Assume x(r) converges to some c # 0. For 
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0 < E < 1, let T be chosen sufficiently large that 1 ]x(t)l* - c* 1 ( cc* and 
V(x(s)) < h( V(x(r))) (s E Z,) for t > T. Then for t > T, V;,, I,,(t, x,) < 
-( l/(t + 1)) yc’( 1 - E), and 
VP. x(t)) Q VU-, x(T)) + j; v;2. ,,,h xs) ds 
= V(T,x(T)) - yc*(l - E) In +$+- , 
( 1 
which tends to -co as t+ co, leading to a contradiction. The uniform 
stability of the zero solution of (2.10) follows from Driver’s stability theorem 
[6, Theorem 51 and hence we can conclude that the zero solution of (2.10) is 
asymptotically stable (to the right of t, for any t, > 0). 
More general sufficient conditions than those of Theorem 2.4 can be given 
to ensure convergence of solutions of infinite delay differential equations 
involving both delay terms which depend on intervals of the form [A(t), t], 
with A(t) < t and l(t) + co monotonically as t -+ co, and delays not of this 
type (see, for example, Eq. (2.13) in Example 2.3). We first modify Theorem 
2.2 to give more general conditions under which liml+~[sup,,J, V(t + s, 
x(t + s))] exists, where JI = [A(t) - t, 0] as before. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose there exist a Liapunou function V = V(t. x) on 
R x R”, a continuous monotonic function A: [0, co) + R such that l(t) < t for 
all t > 0, and a measurable function p: [0, 00) + R such that p E L’ [0, cc) ). 
Zf for each M > 0 there exists a K, = K,(M) > 0 such that 
Vi,. df, 4) < K, p(t) 
whenever t > 0, Q E BC, supSCO V(t + s, 4(s)) < M and supsCJ, V(t -I- s, @(s)) 
= V(t, +4(O)), where J, = [A(t) - t, 01, then for any solution x(.) of (1.1) such 
thar V(t, x(t)) is bounded in the future, lim, Am[supSEJ, V(t + s),x(t + s))\ 
exists. 
Proof. Let V, A and p be as described in the theorem. Let x(.) be a 
solution of (1.1) such that V(t, x(t)) is bounded on the interval [t,, co ). 
where I,, > 0. Then from the hypotheses of the theorem and the assumption 
that there exists an M > 0 such that V(to + s, x(t, + s)) < A4 for all s < 0 
(Remark 1.2), there exists M, > 0 such that V(t + s, x(t + s)) < M, for all 
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s < 0 and all f > t,. Thus there exists K, = K,(M,) > 0 such that under the 
hypotheses of the theorem 
D+ by V(t + s, x0 + s>)l <K, I~(01 for all t > to, 
, 
from Lemma 2.4. The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 
2.2 (with K, 1 p(t)1 taking the place of 1 ~(01). 
Remark 2.5. The boundedness of V(t, x(t)) in the future, for x(.) a 
solution of (1.1) defined in the future, often follows from the general 
comparison lemma of Driver (Lemma 2.1). This is illustrated in Example 
2.3. 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can be modified in a similar manner to the 
modification of Theorem 2.2 (in obtaining Theorem 2.5) to give more 
general conditions under which the limits lim,,, V(t, x(t)) and lim,,, x(f) 
exist when x(.) is a solution of (1.1). We will state a final result for this 
section which incorporates these modifications. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V(t, x) and 
functions h, pi, i = 1,2, and ,I as in Theorem 2.4. In addition suppose there 
exists a continuous function w: [0, co) x [0, GO)+ [O, co). Assume the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) V;,.,,(t, 4) ,< o(t, ( #(O)l) whenever t > 0, $ E BC and 
sups<0 V(t + s, 4(s)) = V(r. 4(O)), 
(ii) for each M > 0 there exists a K, = K,(M) > 0 such that 
V;d, 9) ,< K, PI(~) 
whenever f > 0, # E BC, supSGo V(t + s, 4(s)) < M, and 
=JF V(( + s, 4(s)> = w, Q(O)), where J, = [A(f) - f, 01, 
I 
and 
(iii) for every E > 0 and M > 0 there is a 6 = a(&, M) > 0 and a 
K, = K2(&, M) > 0 such that 
V;,. ,& 4) G -6 If 6 #)I + K, p*(f) 
whenever t > 0, 4 E BC, supSCo V(t + s, d(s)) < M, suprcJ, V(t + s, 4(s)) < 2~ 
V(t, 4(O)) > E, and 
VU + s, 9(s)> < h(V(h d(O))) forsEJ,. 
If each solution of u’(r) = o(t, u(t)) (where u(t) > 0, t > to > 0, and 
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u(rO) = uO) is bounded on [f,, co), then for any sofufion +\-(a) of (1.1) fhaf is 
defined in the future, Em,, r. x(f) exists. 
Proof. Let V, h. pi (i = 1.2). ,I. and w be as described in the theorem. 
Let ,K(.) be a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future. From (i) the 
conditions of Driver’s lemma, Lemma 2.1. are satisfied and hence 
V(t, x(f)) < u(r) for all f > f,, where u is the maximal continuous solution of 
u’(t) = w(f, u), u(t,) = u,. By the hypothesis of the theorem that u(f) be 
bounded for f >, f, we have V(t, x(f)) bounded in the future. Now Theorem 
2.5 applies to give that lim,,, [supsEJ, V(t + s. x(f + s))] exists. and 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 (with the appropriate modification in conditions) can 
be applied to obtain that lim,,, x(r) exists. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(r) = -a(f) xY(t) + b(f) .K?(f - r(t)) + p(t) 
m(s) x(f + s) ds, (2.13) 
where for all t > 0, a(t) > 0, lb(f)1 < t%(f), 0 < 0 < 1, r(t) > 0, t - r(f) --* 00 
as t + co, p: [O, co) -+ R is continuous, p E L’[O, a~), m: (-co, 0] -+ R is 
continuous, m EL ‘(--co, 01, and y > 0 is the quotient of odd integers. We 
will show that all solutions of (2.13) tend to constants as f -+ co. 
Let V(t. 4(O)) = I@(O)\. Let A(f) be defined by (2.8); that is. A(f) = inf(u = 
s - r(s): u < t for s > t), where r(t) comes from (2.13). Let h(u) = qu. where 
9 > 1 can be chosen such that I@ < 1 since 0 < 1. Now. it can readily be 
shown that 
+ P(f) II @iI (‘O m(s) ds 
7. 
< -4fNl - 0) 14(0)lY + c IP( I@(O)1 
whenever t > 0, I$ E BC and sups,<0 V(f + s, p(s)) = jl d]) = qt. qq0)) = I d(O)l . 
where C = J”?, I m(s)1 ds. Thus Viz, ,3, (t, 4) < C ) p(t)] )4(O)\ under the above 
conditions. Since all solutions of u’(t) = C /p(t)] u(t) with u(0) = u. (u(t) > 0 
for all t > 0) are bounded in the future, we can conclude that V(t, x(f)) = 
IX(~)] is bounded in the future for any solution x(.) of (2.13) that is defined 
in the future. If supsGJ, V(t + s, $(s)) = V(f, 4(O)), where J, = [A(f) - f. 01. 
then this implies I4(s)l ,< 1$(O)] for all s E [A(f) - t. 0 ]. and we have 
qz.,3,(L 4) < -W(l - 0) lwY+ c IP(f)l ll~ll~ 
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Let M > 0 be given. Then, 
whenever t > 0, ( E BC, supscO V(t + s, d(s)) = I( 4 I/ < M, and 
supsEJI V(t + s, i(s)) = V(r, i(O)). Since the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are 
satisfied and V is radially unbounded, all solutions of (2.13) are bounded 
and hence defined in the future (cf. Corollary 2.2.1 to Theorem 2.2). If 
w  + s7 4(s)) < V(~, 9(O))) f or s E: J,, then this implies 1 #@)I < q I( 
for s e [J.(f) - I, 01. So, G,,,(k 4) G -Ml - WI Id(OIY+ CMlP@)l 
whenever r > 0, ( E BC, sups<,, V(t + s, 9(s)) < M, and V(t + s, 4(s)) < 
h(V(t, 4(O))) for s E J,. Since Ifk #)I< W(l + W? IdPI’ + CM Ii-W 
under these same conditions, V’ t2.13J0, @> < -6 If@, #)I + K, I iWl under the 
above conditions, where S=(l-Bq~/(l+Bq3 and K,=K,(M)= 
(1 + 6) CM. Therefore we can conclude from Theorem 2.6 that if x(.) is any 
solution of (2.13), lim,,, x(f) exists. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS (II) 
We might consider the possibility of extending our convergence of 
solutions theorem of Section 2, Theorem 2.4, to the general infinite delay 
setting, where the space of initial functions is BC = BC((-co, 01, R”). For 
example, we might ask if Theorem 2.4 can be generalized to give information 
about convergence of solutions of an equation like 
X’(f) = a(t) x(t) + [t b(f, s) x(s) ds. (3.1) 
-0 
Let V = V(t, x) be a Liapunov function on R x R”. Suppose, in Theorem 
2.4, that p(t) = 0 for all t > 0 and that we do not require the existence of a 
n(t) which tends to co as t + 00 to determine an interval [A(t), t] over which 
the inequalities on Vi,, ,,(f, 4) are asked to hold. Instead, ask that (i) 
V(,.,,(t, 4) < 0 whenever t > 0, 0 E BC and supsGo V(t + s, 4(s)) = V(t, 4(O)), 
and that (ii) for every E > 0 there is a 6 = B(E) > 0 such that V[,,,,(f, 4) ,< 
-6 If(t, #)I whenever I > 0, $ E BC, SUPINE V(t + s, b(s)> ,< 2~ V(t, 4(O)) > E 
and v(t + s, 4(s)) < W(h WV)) f or all s < 0 (where h is a cotitinuous real- 
valued function such that h(u) > u for all u > 0). Can we conclude from 
these conditions that all solutions of (1.1) tend to constants as f  + co? A 
simple example shows us that we cannot. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(f) = -2x(f) + sin(t) x(0). (3.2) 
(We note that (3.2) is an example of Eq. (l.l), where f(t, x,) = 
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-2x,(O) + sin(t) xl(+), and X, E BC whenever x(.) is a solution of (3.2) with 
initial function xI, E BC.) Let ?‘(t, 4(O)) = ($(O)( , where d E BC. Then 
whenever sup, c 0 V(t + s, qQ)) = 11~11 = Vt, d(O)) = 14(O)l. Let h(u) = w. 
where 1 < 9 < 2. Then V;,,,, (t $) < -(2 - q) (q5(0)( whenever , 
Qt + s- 46)) (= I $Q)l) < ww W))J (= 4 I ew 
for all s < 0. 
Also, 
W. #>I < 2 I qV)l + I sin( I4,(4 < (2 + 4) I @WI 
whenever V(r + s, #(s)) < h(V(t, 4(O))) for all s < 0. Hence, V;.l.z,(t, 9) < 
-6 If(t, #)I whenever t > 0, 4 E BC and I’(r + s, g(s)) < h(V(f. 4(O))) for all 
s < 0, where 6 = (2 - q)/(2 + q). Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. but Eq. 
(3.2) can be solved exactly, whereupon we find that 
x(t) = (-x(0)/5)(cos(t) - 2 sin(t)) + Ce - “. 
where C is a constant; hence solutions are oscillatory and do not tend to 
constants as t + co. 
The example suggests that a different approach must be taken when one 
considers infinite delay equations where the space of initial functions is BC 
but the equations depend on the past over an interval whose left-hand 
endpoint is fixed. This is the situation in Eq. (3.1) as well as in more general 
Volterra integrcdifferential systems which have the form 
x’(t) = G(t, x(f)) + 1-l K(t. s, s(s)) ds +.I-@). 
-0 
(3.3 1 
We will now show that by modifying the techniques of Section 2 we can 
provide sufftcient conditions for the convergence of solutions of certain 
infinite delay equations, including those of the type (3.3). 
Remark 3.1. Suppose V = P’(t, x) is a Liapunov function on R x R”. 
Assume there is a T, > 0 such that 
V;L.,,(4 @) G 0 (3.4) 
at those t for which supsGo V(t + s, g(s)) = P’(t, g(O)) (4 E BC) and t > T, . 
Then, from a straightforward modification of Driver’s lemma. Lemma 2.1. 
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we can conclude that if x(e) is a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future, 
then supsGo V(t + s, x(t + s)) is eventually a nonincreasing function of f; that 
is, for f > T,, supsCO V(f + s, x(t + s)) is nonincreasing in 1. Since 
sups s0 V(t + s, x(t + s)) is a nondecreasing function of c for all f > 0, we can 
conclude that under the above conditions SUP,(~ V(f + s. x(f + s)) is even- 
tually constant. 
If, instead of (3.4), we ask that V;,,,,(f, 9) <p(f), where p is an integrable 
function on [0, co), whenever SUP,<~ W + s, 4(s)) = v(t, 4(O)) (4 E BC) and 
f > T,, then we have the following lemma. The proof of the lemma follows 
from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 in a manner similar to that of the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose there exisf a Liapunov function V = V(f.x) on 
R x R” and a measurable function p: [0, co) -+ R such rhat p E L ’ [ 0. co ). If 
there exists a T, > 0 such that 
whenever 4 E BC, supscO V(t + s, 4(s)) = V(t, g(O)) and f > T, , then for an> 
solution x( . ) of (1.1) that is defined in rhe future 
lim [sup V(f + s, x(f + s))] exists. 
f’cc S(0 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose there exist a Liapunov function V = V(f, x) on 
R x R n and measurable functions pi: [0, co) -+ R such that pi E L ’ [0, co), 
i = 1, 2. Assume fhe following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a T, > 0 such thaf 
v;,.,,k ti) <P,(f) 
whenever Q E BC, supsGo V(f + s, 4(s)) = V(t, 9(O)) and t 2 T, , and 
(ii) for every c,, c2, 0 < E, < Ed, there is a T= T(E,, Ed) > 0 and a 
K = K(E, , cl) > 0 such that 
V;,.& 4) G Odt) 
whenever q5 E BC, SUP,(~ V(t + s, $6)) C q, W, 9(O)) > E, and f > T. 
If x( .) is a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future, then 
lim V(f, x(f)) exists. 
f-cc 
Proof: Let V, pi (i = 1, 2), and T, be as described in the theorem. Let 
x(-) be a solution of (1.1) that is defined in the future. Since the conditions 
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of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied, lim,,, [sups<,, V(t + s, x(t + s))] exists. Call this 
limit s2. Since supsGo V(t + s, x(t + s)) is a nondecreasing function of t. 
supsGo V(t + s, x(t + s)) < a2 for all t > 0. Suppose lim,,, V(t, x(t)) does not 
exist. Then there exist E, (0 < c, < sz), p (0 < /I < E? - E,), and sequences 
(t,}, (r;} which tend monotonically to ao as n + co such that ) Y(f;, x(t,!,)) - 
v, 3 -~((,))I 2 P3 and V(t, x(t)) > E, for t, < t < t; < t,+ , . Let T= T(E, . E?) 
and K = K(E, . Q). Let n be suffkiently large that t, > T and 
.r’z K 1 p,(t)] dt < j?. Then, 
< I-‘” K I M)l df 
1” 
<P for n sufficiently large, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, lim,,, V(t, x(t)) exists. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose there exists a Liapunov function V = V(t. x) 
on RXR” with the property that lim,,, x(t) = 0 whenever 
lb, V(t, x(t)) = 0, where x(.) is a solution of (1.1) defined in the future. 
Suppose also that there exist measurable functions pi: [0, 00) --t R such that 
pi E L ’ [0, co), i = 1, 2. Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a T, > 0 such that 
G.,,(L 4) <p,(t) 
whenever d E BC. supscO V(f + s, g(s)) = V(r, d(O)) and t > T,. and 
(ii) for every E,, E* (0 < E, < EJ, there is a T= T(E,, ET). a K = 
K(E,. E?) and a 6 = a(~, , q) such that 
V;,.,,(t, 4) < -6 if (I, $)I + Kp,(t) 
whenever $ E BC, sups<0 V(t + s, 4(s)) < E,. V(t, e(O)) > E,, and t > T. 
If x(. ) is a solution of ( 1.1) that is defined in the future. then lim,,,, x( 0 
e.xists. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 3.2 since it incorporates the ideas of the 
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 2.4. For details of the proof, one may refer to 
Ill, Theorem 4.3). 
409.87;2-20 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the equation 
x’(f) = a(f) Ax(t) + (.I B(f, s) x(s) ds, 
-0 
(3.5 1 
where f  > 0, A and B are n x n matrices, A is a stable matrix, B is locally 
integrable on [0, co) x [0, co), a: [0, co) + [0, co) is continuous, 
lo” a(s) ds = co, and for every E > 0 there is a T > 0 such that 
Jh IB(f, s)l ds ,< m(f) for f  > T. In addition, assume that B satisfies the 
following conditions (in order for the right-hand side of (3.5) to be con- 
tinuous): 




Ihi_mu j (B(f + h, s)l ds = 0 for each t > 0. (3.7) 
I 
lim 1” 1 B(f, s)l ds = 0, (3.8) t-r* -0 
then any solution of (3.5) tends to a constant as f  -+ co. In fact, all solutions 
of (3.5) tend to zero as t+ co. 
Let V(t, x) = x~CX, where C is the positive definite, symmetric matrix 
solution of the equation ATC + CA = --I. Let 2’ and ,u’ denote the smallest 
and largest eigenvalues of C, respectively. Then it can be shown that for E, , 
e2 and 0 given, 0 < E, < E,, 0 < I!? < 1, and T chosen large enough that 
1.’ (B(f, f  + s)l ds < a(f) 
. --I 
for t > T, 
whenever f  > 0, 4 E EC, supSco V(f + s, g(s)) < F,, V(f, 4(O)) > E,, and 
t > T, where 
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Since V is radially unbounded and the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are 
satisfied we can conclude that if x(.) is any solution of (3.5) then lim,,, x(t) 
exists. The convergence of all solutions to zero follows from the boundedness 
of all solutions in the future and the conditions jc a(s) ds = 00 and (3.8). 
If, in Eq. (3.5), a(t) = 1, then we have the type of Volterra integrodif- 
ferential equation considered. for example, by Grimmer and Seifert [ 71. In 
[ 7. Theorem 5 1 Grimmer and Seifert show that all solutions of (3.5) (with 
a(t) = 1) tend to zero as t -+ 00 under the given conditions (3.6) and (3.7). 
along with the conditions (replacing (3.8)): 
(i) There exists a constant M > 0 so that I:, ICB(t. s)\ ds < M for all 
I > 0. and 2pM/A < 1; and 
(ii) lim,.,,, sup{!‘;-’ (B(t. s)l ds: t > T} = 0. 
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